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CONTACT CONTACT-E

The CONTACT Wax Dispenser does not only impress with the elegant design, it offers equally 
great benefits for everyday work. The new Contact Wax Dispenser combines aesthetics and func-
tionality and allows the waxes to adhere an place individually. 
The slight inclination of the plate allows clear and ergonomic work. A small useful detail is the 
practical wax scraper for cleaning the modeling tips.

The unique mobile phone holder also adheres magnetically to the CONTACT. In the future, helpful tutorials  “wax up” 
can be accessed directly at the workplace via Internet. Acquired knowledge can be implemented immediately “step by step”. 
To protect against contamination, the transparent dust cover can simply put over after the work.
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CONTACT = Contact Basis = 
Base plate with wax scraper and  dust cover

optional accessories:

CONTACT Wax dispenser

CONTACT-E hot Wax dispenser

CONTACT-E Wax Up Station

CONTACT-E duo Wax Up Station

- Contact base ( see CONTACT )
- the left half of the metal plate is heated
  - fixed temperature of approx. 35 - 40°C
  - can be switched on and off

- Contact base ( see CONTACT )
- the left half of the metal plate is heated
  - fixed temperature of approx. 35 - 40°C
  - can be switched on and off
- incl. 1 handpiece with modeling tip PKT2
  - infinitely variable temperature control up to 190°C
  - incl. handpiece clamp for safe deposit / clamping of the   
    handpiece after clamping of the handpiece after use  

- Contact base ( see CONTACT )
- the left half of the metal plate is heated
  - fixed temperature of approx. 35 - 40°C
  - can be switched on and off  
- incl. 2 handpieces with modeling tip PKT1 and PKT2
  - separate stepless temperature control up to 190°C
  - incl. 2 handpiece clamps for safe depositing/clamping of 
    the handpiece after clamping of the handpiece after use
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„CONTACT“ Wax dispenser / „CONTACT-E“ Wax Up Station
overview / refill packs

739-6320
Effect - wax Chip CONTACT
blue transparent / orange transparent / 
incisal transparent (ashfree)
each 20g 
738-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip  CONTACT sahara 
(ashfree) 
by J. Peters, 3x25g
738-6335
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT 
ivory (ashfree) 
by J. Peters, 3x25g
735-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT 
beige (opak)  
3x25g
734-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT grey 
(opak) 
3x25g
737-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT 
emerald-green (ashfree) 
3x25g
736-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT 
blue (ashfree) 
3x25g
733-6325
Sculpturing wax Chip CONTACT 
yellow (ashfree) 
3x25g
738-6320
Cervical wax chip CONTACT 
wood (ashfree)  
by J. Peters, 3x20g
731-6320
Cervical wax chip CONTACT 
red (ashfree) 
3x20g
102-0002M
IQ training set CONTACT 
by G. Seubert (ashfree),
6 x 8g with magnetic tape
sculpturing wax: 
blue, grey, neon-yellow, neon-green 
Underlining wax : caramel, 
Cervical wax: red 

780-0010
phone holder CONTACT 
1 pc

780-0006
Wax scraper CONTACT 
6 pcs

Contact Basis = 
Base plate with wax scraper and  dust cover

780-0100
CONTACT freestyle 
Wax dispenser
- Contact Basis

416-0000
CONTACT - E  hot
Wax dispenser 
- Contact base - left side tempered

416-1000
CONTACT - E 
Wax Up Station 
- Contact base - left side tempered
- with 1 handpiece
+ 1 modeling tip (PKT2)

416-2000
CONTACT - E duo
Wax Up Station 
- Contact base - left side tempered
- with 2 handpieces
+ 2 modeling tips (PKT 1, PKT2)

780-0200
CONTACT traditional Wax dispenser 
Contact Basis, sculpturing wax chip  blue 
(ashfree) 25g, sculpturing wax chip grey 
(opaque) 25g, Cervical wax chip red 
(ashfree) 20g

780-0300
CONTACT n. J. Peters Wax dispenser 
Contact Basis, sculpturing wax chip ivory 
(ashfree) 25g, sculpturing wax chip saha-
ra (ashfree) 25g, Cervical wax chip wood 
(ashfree) 20g

780-0400
CONTACT esthetik Wax dispenser 
Contact Basis, sculpturing wax chip blue 
transparent (ashfree) 20g,  
sculpturing wax chip orange transparent 
(ashfree) 20g, sculpturing wax chip saha-
ra (ashfree) 25g

780-0500
CONTACT NAT Wax dispenser 
Contact Basis, sculpturing wax: blue, grey, 
neon-yellow, neon-green
Underlining wax : caramel, 
Cervical wax: red  
6 x 8g (ashfree) with magnetic tape
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